
 
 

Windows Telix Suite 

iTelix TouchScreen Gestures 
 

You may use your iTelix application by performing gestures on the touchscreen. These gestures are 

a great shortcut, make the use of your mobile device easier and enhance your productivity and sense 

of using iTelix application. Some of the most popular gestures below: 

 

Next message 

Swipe in from the right edge of the screen for the next message.  

Previous message 

Likewise, swipe in from the left edge of the screen for previous message. 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 

Refresh your list for new messages 

Drag the list from top to bottom  

to refresh for new messages. 

 

 

 

 
 

Read message with text to speech 

Swipe down from the top with two fingers, or just tell Siri to Speak Screen and have all the content 

of the page read back to you. Requires that Speak Screen is on (Settings | General | Accessibility | 

Speech) 

 
 

Windows Telix suite of products is the leading maritime Message Management System that 

introduced electronic messaging in shipping. Windows Telix suite includes functionality for: Fleet 

Tracking and Performance Monitoring, Vessels' Position List, Orders List, Cargo/Port/Company 

Information, Voyage Estimation, Investment Appraisal, Laytime Calculation, Vessels Sale and 

Purchase, Message AutoRead, Remote Access, Archiving, etc 
 

LgMAR is a software company founded by a team of dedicated experts in computer science and 

maritime business, to develop highly specialized software in the area of telecommunications. 

LgMAR is recognized as a leading company in communications software with several hundreds of 

installations and thousands of satisfied users. Clients are based mainly in Greece, but also in a 

number of other world regions (Europe, North and South America, Far East, Middle East) mostly 

in the Shipping related section (Ship Owners, Ship Managers, Ship Brokers, Ship Agents, 

Operators, Banks, Insurance Brokers, Manning Agents, Transport Companies, etc.) 
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